To Take the Final Assessment

Go to ALEKS main menu. Select “Assignments” item from the drop down list. You will see two final assessments in the following page. You only have two chances to take the final assessment. Make sure you want to do it now.

Choose the “Final Assessment 1” if this is the first time you take the final assessment. If you have already taken the final assessment once, choose “Final Assessment 2”. You need to double click on the selected assessment to enter the test.

The final assessment is closed book, closed note, and accessing internet during the assessment is prohibited. You should not use any form of external help when answering assessment questions. You can use information provided by ALEKS such as calculator, periodic table, constants, etc. Make yourself fully concentrated on the assessment questions and do not interrupt your assessment before you complete it.

You can take as much time as you need to finish it. The amount of time you use will be recorded in the report. Good luck!
It's time for a Knowledge Check.

Why am I getting this Knowledge Check? 
Your instructor assigned this Knowledge Check.